Internet-based multiuser in-circuit emulator design for 8051 microprocessors
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Abstract: A real-time, Internet-based 8051 microprocessor in-circuit emulator (MicroLabICE) was designed and run for microprocessor lessons for undergraduate and graduate programs of electrical, electronics, communication, and computer engineering. Users can run applications developed for the 8051 microprocessor online on a physical circuit not being limited to a specific time or place with the 8051 microprocessor in-circuit emulator (ICE). The programs prepared by users are transferred to the controller area network (CAN) through an online server and program the ICE experiment module. Codes loaded on the designed emulator experiment module are run step by step and values that 8051 microprocessor registers have taken could be monitored on the client interface real-timely. The client interface program, which enables users to control emulator experiment modules and server computer intercommunicating through CANBus, to connect to and to manage emulator experiment modules online, has been developed in C# programming language.
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1. Introduction
A microprocessor is a component that authorizes a series of components that check required transactions to interpret the commands in assembly language and runs its liable system according to the data collected at the end of this processing. A microcontroller is described as the component that is inserted in a chip in a way that makes it possible for input/output and memory units that operate with the microprocessor to be used together [1]. Nowadays processors, which are called microcontrollers, are commonly used in many areas such as industry, medicine, and education [2] and the high performance usage of microcontrollers in embedded systems has been developing rapidly [3]. Tasks that are carried out using external hardware components can be carried out with microcontroller control software. Thus, without changing the hardware, only software changes offer the opportunity of different operations on the same device [4]. Microcontrollers are the focus of embedded system designs [5]. An embedded system is defined as a combination of devices used to help monitor or control the operation of a device and mechanism [6], as well as hardware, software, and mechanical components that are designed to carry out a specific task [5,7]. Embedded systems are used in household items like washing machines and video recorders, consumer products like car electronics and telecommunication systems, and independent robots as in aircraft, railway, and industrial process control [8]. Today, the constant increase in design complexity has led to functional testing in running integrated circuits (ICs) with very special
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applications. Generally two test techniques are used: emulation and simulation [9]. In this study, a multiuser, web-based 8051 microprocessor emulator is designed for emulation, which is a widespread test technique.

The first aim of this study is to enable users to send the program of the microcontroller to the designed microprocessor emulator experiment module, to execute the assembler codes step by step, and to monitor online the register values of microprocessors that were attained after running the codes. Its second aim is that instead of accessing emulator experiment modules with data acquisition cards, the emulator installs the experiment modules on the local industrial network, and it increases the number of microprocessor emulator experiment modules, which enable synchronous connection. As the third aim, it provides an opportunity for users to monitor the software applications developed by another user synchronously. The fourth aim is to provide simultaneous Internet access to the microprocessor emulator experiment module. Moreover, it may give different users the chance to test software applications that belong to them on the emulator experiment modules without influencing or preventing one another synchronously.

The 8051 microprocessor emulator, which has been run, is composed of two main parts: software and hardware. In the software part, to develop server and client programs C# programming language, to store the information about 8051 microprocessor emulator SQL Server database program, and to develop the software that is activated on the 8051 microprocessor muVision program developed by the +Keil Company have been used. In the hardware part, PCICan-D card that is used to control the CANBus and on the emulator modules an 8051-based AT89C51CC01 integrated circuit developed by the Atmel Company exist.

2. Emulators

Recently microcontrollers and microprocessors have been getting more complex and the complexity is inclined to increase [10]. Since there are millions of transistors on each chip, complex chip systems have appeared. Functional verification of such systems has been problematic [11]. Nowadays, the constant increase in the complexity of designs has led to functional testing to run application specific integrated circuits [9]. Software and hardware devices such as simulators, ROM monitors, and emulators are used for functional testing. When these devices first appeared, their cost was extremely high [12].

In-circuit emulators are probably the most used monitors for embedded systems applications during their debug cycle [13]. For emulators used as a widespread method for debugging and functional verification, different descriptions have been used according to the tasks they carry out and their features from the day they first appeared onwards. Emulator is used as a general name for software and hardware that can be used to carry out the task of a system or device for it [9], a component of the development area for microprocessor or microcontroller based systems called target systems [14,15], and an important device to develop microprocessor based systems [16]. The introduction of emulators to embedded system designers is equal to the introduction of tractors to farmers: immediately life has become easier [17]. Emulators, like original microprocessors, keep their physical features and functionality while they provide more debugging and test mechanisms in the process of testing [13], debugging, and development of microcontroller based systems in terms of hardware and software to support designers. These mechanisms include step-by-step execution, breakpoint configuration and finding, tracing, monitoring, and arrangement of internal resources. Emulator performance, cost, power consumption, testing and debugging support, and hardware/software interface have become crucial matters in the microprocessor based platform design. Architecture platforms, hardware/software interfaces, and microprocessors whose operating methods are different change between emulators to a great extent. In addition, many emulators are registered trade products; extensive knowledge about their design is not accessible. Most of the accessible
information is in the form of application notes, which give only limited information on design and user manuals and so it is hard to compare the features of emulators [15].

The advantages of an emulator:

- It can work on its own without the target hardware.
- It allows reading and writing triggers.
- Real-time operation of a program can be monitored.
- It provides effective performance analysis.

The disadvantages of an emulator:

- High cost

3. Controller area network

CAN, which was developed by the Robert Bosch GmbH Company, is a serial data communications protocol [18–20]. CAN was invented at the beginning of the 1980s to meet the real-time transfer needs of the automobile industry and it was standardized as ISO 11898, ISO 11519 [20,21]. In 1985 after INTEL and Bosch GmbH became partner companies, communications protocol was regenerated, and the first silicon CAN chip that was applied on CAN protocol in 1989 could be used now [19]. CAN provides real-time performance thanks to its high reliability and low cost [22].

4. System design

This study consists of two parts including software and hardware. The hardware part consists of 8051, which will serve as an emulator, and CAN based circuits; the software part consists of client interface, database, server, and microprocessor. The block diagram study that was carried out in Figure 1 is shown.

![Block diagram of 8051 microprocessor emulator.](image)

Figure 1. Block diagram of 8051 microprocessor emulator.
4.1. 8051 Microprocessor software

The most important component of the hardware part of the emulator experiment module, which consists of two emulator circuits, is microprocessor software, which is in the code memory of emulator circuits called master and client, providing meaning for electronic circuits. There are two kinds of microprocessor software that function differently in master and client circuits.

Assignments of master circuits:

- To migrate the client circuit to programming and executing modes.
- To send the “hex file” that was uploaded by the user to the client circuit.
- To send commands to the client circuit for the program to run step by step.
- To send the values that the registers of the 8051 microprocessor have taken as a result of step by step running to the server computer.

Assignments of client circuits:

- To execute the program installed in it with the step by step execution command of its master circuit.
- To send the values that the registers of its microprocessor have taken as a result of the running program to its master circuit.

There are two types of programs in the code memory of the integrated circuit AT89C51CC01 on the client circuit, the first of which is the application program that is sent by users through the client software to the code memory of the microprocessor. The second one is the emulator software that is kept in the code memory of the microprocessor in the circuit. The emulator software is responsible for sending the values that are constant on the code area to its master circuit and the registers of the microprocessor have taken as a result of step by step execution of the application program that is installed on the microprocessor.

The integrated circuit AT89C51CC01 has a code memory of 0000 and 7FFF address range 32 Kbytes. As one can see in Figure 2, for application program the 0000-6FFF address ranges of the code memory and for the emulator software 7000-7FFF address ranges have been separated.

Figure 2. Memory organization.
4.2. Database software
Database software is generally responsible for storing experiment and user data of each emulator experiment module. The data stored in the database software include:

- The number of emulator experiment modules that will operate on the web-based 8051 microprocessor emulator system,
- User ID and password,
- The number of users that can be connected to modules,
- The time allotted for each emulator to the experiment administrator for completing the application,
- Opcodes and operands of commands that belong to the 8051 microprocessor, the names of commands, and the size in bites,
- The guest number of guests that are connected to the system according to their connection turns,
- Data on the user name of the guests that are connected to the system, the experiment number that they are connected to, the order in which they are connected to the module, whether they are administrators of the module.

4.3. Server software
It is the program that enables and controls connection between the hardware part of the emulator experiment module and the client interface. The server program operations:

- To connect to the experiment coming from the client program, to participate in an experiment, to carry out the necessary operations according to commands such as chat etc.,
- To delete or program the code memory of the microprocessor on the client circuit,
- To start the experiment coming from the client software, to reset the experiment, to read the registers of the microprocessors, to make operations such as leaving the experiment by evaluating the commands,
- To separate the hex code, which will be installed on the microprocessor, into its opcodes and operands, to determine the breakpoints.

In Figure 3, the flowchart of the server software is seen. As a result of the compilation of the code, which is numbered 1 by the 8051 microprocessor compiler, hex codes that have the number 2 supervene. These codes are retrieved by the server program, as seen in box 3, and are separated into their opcodes and operands. Thus, the server program determines where to put software breaks to enable step by step execution of codes. After breakpoints are embedded into the code, they are converted to their last form in box 4. The final version of the hex code is sent to the microprocessor.

4.4. Client software
The main task of the client software is to execute and monitor the emulator circuits through server software. While the client software carries out the mentioned tasks, it also performs the tasks required by the system in the background. These processes are necessary while the client software carries out its main task. The combination of program components that carry out these processes actually creates the client software. Processes that are carried out by the client software are listed. In Figure 4, the flowchart of the client software is seen.
The connection of the client software to the server,

The chat program, which enables the administrators and the audience to communicate with each other,

Informing the user about the condition of the emulator experiment module,

The experiment administrator sends the codes to program the microprocessor to start and finish the experiment, to reset the circuit, to start retrieving the registers, to pass the experiment administration, to leave the experiment,

The display of the register values that belong to the microprocessor on the client interface, they are sent through the server from the emulator circuit.
Figure 4. Flowchart of client software.
5. System operation

The system operates through the Internet; therefore, the user’s computer must have an Internet connection. The users who have registered user names and passwords in the database can login to the system using the information. If they do not have usernames and passwords, they can login to the system as a guest without a user name or password, but the administrator must permit the guests to execute the emulators or to monitor the processes that a user has carried out on an emulator. The username information of the users who have logged in with their usernames and passwords will be displayed in the online users’ part in the client software interface. On the other hand, the guests who take part in the experiment will be displayed by being numbered according to their login turns. The user or guest who has connected to the system from the login page is directed to the lobby page that can be seen in Figure 5 to select the emulator module to connect in the next step.

![Lobby window.](image)

Active emulator experiment modules and the number of users can be seen in the lobby window. The user can connect to the system by clicking the “Join” button that belongs to his preferred module. The client interface of the emulator experiment module that he has been connected to appears on the screen. In Figure 6, the client interface of an active user is seen. To explain the operation of the active client interface, it is divided into 6 groups as shown in Figure 6.

- The 1st group: In this group there are registers that belong to the 8051 microprocessor. These registers are ACC, B, PSW, SP, DPTR, R0 – R7; CY, AC, the general purpose F0, RS0 and RS1, OV, P bits of the 8 bits PSW register.

- The 2nd group: “Read” button allows the “hex” code that was uploaded on the microprocessor to operate step by step.

- The 3rd group: It shows the program that comes out as a result of the decoding of the “hex” code that was uploaded on the 8051 microprocessor and will be operated step by step.

- The 4th group: It shows the names of the users connected to the module.
The 5th group: There are necessary buttons to control the emulator module. “File” button, “Start” button to choose the “hex” extension file that will be uploaded on the microprocessor, and “Reset” button to display the values on the registers after the operation of the code are used to allow the code that was uploaded on the microprocessor to restart.

The 6th group: Chat section of the module, which allows communication between connected users,

The 7th group: “Pass” button, “Lobby” button is used to pass the administration to another user and to go to the lobby page on which emulator experiment modules are chosen, “Exit” button is used for the experiment exit.

The first user to connect to the emulator experiment module is always appointed as the administrator and there may be only one administrator in each module. The users connected to the module afterwards can only be audience. Since all controls of the client program interface are passive for audience, it is not possible to interfere in the module in any way. Only communication on the chat interface with other users who are connected on the same module is allowed. A certain amount of time is provided to the administrator of the emulator experiment module to enable his application. The remaining time to complete the application is seen on the client interface. The administrator must finish the application within the specified time period. If the application cannot be completed within this period, the administrator’s session will be closed. If there are other users on the module, the second user to be connected to the module will be assigned as the module admin. If the admin completes the application before the specified time period or leaves it unfinished, he can make another user the administrator. The new administrator who was made the module admin can either resume the application or begin a new application by installing his own code on the microprocessor. The administrator must install “hex” extension code of the application program that has been written for the 8051 microprocessor to be able to work on the emulator experiment module. Other file types are rejected by the client program.
6. Conclusion

In this study, an emulator experiment module, which could be executed online, was designed for 8051 microprocessors. This study displays not the ideal values like an 8051 simulator as a result of the execution of the codes installed on it, but real values since this study is an emulator design; this is the most important feature that distinguishes between emulator and simulators.

This system, which was designed as web-based, provides the opportunity for users to connect to the system from any computer with an Internet connection or anywhere 24/7. The most important disadvantages of emulators are their high cost and their sole existence in laboratories; these are major problems for researchers and students. The system has been put into the service of researchers and students who study with the 8051 microprocessor, and this has removed the restrictions like high cost and studying only in laboratories and laboratory hours.

CAN has been used to provide communication between the server and emulator modules in the Internet-based 8051 microprocessor. It is possible to connect more than one emulator experiment module to the system thanks to CAN, and this allows more than one user to work on different emulator experiment modules at the same time. In addition, the communication part was added to the system to enable other users, who monitor the application, to debate on the application while the user is working on the emulator experiment module.

The user, who runs an application on the emulator module, executes the application program that he has installed on the microprocessor step by step, and can monitor the values of the registers of the microprocessor as a result of the execution of each command. This feature allows the user to understand the program that he has developed, and to determine the points where the error has resulted as a result of faulty operation of the program.

The system designed was tested connecting two emulator modules on CAN. The operation of the system in which users were enabled to connect to the emulator experiment modules online as administrators or audience was controlled. All of the general properties of the Internet-based 8051 microprocessor emulator that was under scrutiny in this study can be found in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microprocessor</th>
<th>8051 based AT89C51CC01 integrated circuit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industrial network</td>
<td>Controller area network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of users</td>
<td>Multuser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of emulator modules</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming over Internet</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANbus speed</td>
<td>500 Kbits/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code size for a user</td>
<td>27 Kbyte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>7 days 24 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nowadays, many companies (Keil, Bascom, Phyton, Raisonance, Dunfield Development System etc.) have emulators produced for 8051 microprocessors. Commercial products do not have characteristics like enabling the working of more than one user and enabling online usage. Without pursuing a commercial goal, emulator types that came out as a result of scientific or patent studies are also available.

This study is also an example of an Internet-based laboratory. It has been thought that one of the most important shortcomings of distance education applications in electronic or computer environment is laboratory practice and it looms large in providing the opportunity to students to conduct real practice. In accordance
with the data, the Internet-based 8051 microprocessor emulator is an important device because it has main characteristics, for example, the system can be executed online, more than one emulator can be connected to the system using CAN, it can execute the codes step by step thus reducing the cost, it serves more than one user 24/7, and it helps one to understand the programming of the 8051 microprocessor.

When the studies in the literature are examined, features that an emulator must have are given in Figure 7. Since the junction point shows the common point of this study’s target features, it supplies explicit information about its original value. The Internet-based 8051 microprocessor emulator study is evaluated according to the features given in Figure 7 with commercial and scientific studies in the literature; the difference of the study is given in Table 2.

![Figure 7. Requirements for the in-circuit emulator.](image)

**Figure 7.** Requirements for the in-circuit emulator.

**Table 2.** Comparison of in-circuit emulators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>8051 Emulator</th>
<th>Internet-based laboratory</th>
<th>Access to more than one experimental module</th>
<th>Multiuser</th>
<th>Programming over Internet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[23]</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[24–27]</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[28,29]</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[30,31]</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[32]</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[33]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroLABICE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All of the below issues were provided together in this study, and so this shows that the study has original value.

- Programming the 8051 microprocessor over the Internet,
• Access to simultaneous emulator experiment modules,
• Multiuser feature for each emulator experiment module,
• Executing the codes prepared for the emulator,
• Being able to execute the codes step by step,
• Displaying the microprocessor registers,
• Sharing the results with other persons online,
• Real-time data transfer through CAN serial industrial network communications protocol,
• Web interface design for the emulator system.

This study is thought to shed light as a reference on the following studies:

• Web-based emulator studies for PIC, ARM, AVR, Motorola 68000 based microprocessors,
• Examination of the effects of the emulator system on the sniff state using different industrial web protocols instead of CAN,
• Research on whether similar studies could be carried out not only for microprocessors, but also for other applied courses,
• Examination of its advantages and disadvantages compared to the traditional laboratories because of the fact that it is an Internet-based laboratory application,
• Performing a survey for the examination of either positive or negative skills about the training in the microprocessor lesson gained by students during the web-based 8051 microprocessor emulator study.
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